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Abstract- Efficient health care monitoring and alert framework system is a demanding research field 

today. The vast majority of accessible controlling and monitoring medical system are wired which limits 

freeness of workplace. Wireless body sensor network (WBSN) is a superior option in such a domain. 

Neonatal emergency unit used to deal with premature and sick neonates. Hypothermia is a risk factor 

for neonatal mortality and grimness. To anticipate it, an efficient monitoring system is required. Here, 

a computerized neonatal health monitoring framework is composed utilizing Energy Efficient Routing-

LEACH (EER-LEACH). This work incorporates temperature sensor, speeding up sensor and heart rate 

monitoring sensor are utilized to screen body temperature, acceleration because of body development 

and heart rate of neonates. The sensor information is stored inside the remote framework. The physician 

ceaselessly screens and gets to this information for neonatal checking system. At the point, when an 

irregular circumstance emerges, an alarm is produced to the physician. By alarming health 

professional utilizing such automated framework, early care is given to the influenced infants and 

likelihood of recovery is maximized. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Terrible death of infants because of unusual temperature ascend in radiant warmer at hospital has 

brought up a major issue with respect to responsibility of medicinal care unit. To maintain a strategic 

distance from such pathetic occurrence, alert system and automated health monitoring is required, with 

the goal that healthy persons can make required move when adverse circumstance emerges in neonatal 

care unit. Wireless body sensor network (WBSN) can assume a critical part in health care services. The 

processing of sensor information is performed inside the remote framework. The majority of medicinal 

services unit still utilize wired condition. Neonatal care unit is such a situation, where supplanting the 

wired connections wireless sensors can be utilized [2]-[3]. Current diagnostic framework gets to 

imperative parameters through vast amount of tangling wires. Specialist or nurse screens those 

parameters physically and makes fundamental move. In this way, an option is required to observe the 

basic parameters of incubator. 

Radiant warmer is an incubation framework having electronic criticism to increment or reduction the 

temperature of body. This device is chiefly used to control temperature, particularly to anticipate 

hypothermia of infant. Heat loss in infant, particularly for premature children is quick. Radiant warmer 

gives a domain to keep the neonates body temperature in control [5]. Radiant warmer monitor’s body 

temperature through a wired sensor connected to the skin and shows the deliberate temperature in 

display panel. Temperature can be controlled by expanding or diminishing the power of the warmth 
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source [6]-[7]. Concurrently, environmental temperature also changes. Constant monitoring is expected 

to anticipate overheating. 

Wireless Body Sensor Network (WBSN) can be utilized as a part of gathering physiological parameters 

of new born. Through real time examination of gathered information, the potential illness can be 

predicated and that information will be saving and transmitted to certain server through wireless 

communication systems for treatment and diagnosis [9]. Every node around the new born will transmit 

information to central node, devouring energy and shortening the life cycle of the system. Assuming 

this issue, we take the traditional EER-LEACH clustering protocol. Owing to the investigations, an 

enhanced model is recommended that by lessening the energy utilization of nodes and adjusting energy 

utilization of the whole network, the existence cycle of system are drawn out. 

Our motivations are: 

 To supplant wired connections with wireless sensors to expand freeness of workplace 

of health professionals.  

 To plan a mechanized framework for sensing body movement, body temperature, and 

heart rate of infant at each time, hence the crisis can be visualized earlier. 

 To educate rescue team promptly to expand probability of recuperation and survival of 

child. 

The contributions of the work are:  

 A feedback system and wireless sensing is composed in view of EER-LEACH which 

is an integration of body sensors.  

 An automated framework is intended to screen the body temperature, body 

development and heart rate of infant at each time utilizing wireless sensors, so 

hypothermia, hyperthermia; abnormal body development and cardiovascular issue can 

be recognized as early as possible.  

 After identifying medical issue of neonates utilizing automated framework, health 

professional is educated instantly through the cell phone at anytime. By informing the 

health professional by this automated way, the probability of recuperation of child is 

expanded. 

Rest of the work is organised as: Section 2 demonstrates the review in neonatal care unit, Section 3 

discusses on neonatal framework, Section 4 describes the system model, Section 5 contains our EER-

LEACH wireless system for neonatal monitoring, Section 6 shows the experimental results and the 

work is concluded in Section 7. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Heinze, F.; Hesels et al, [2010] built up an easy to utilize and minimal cost framework based 

accelerometers was created to assess the infant's development. Subsequently, a classificator grounded 

decision tree calculation was actualized to separate amongst pathological and healthy information with 

a specific goal to propose the probability diagnosis. The developed approach was validated in clinical 

report with 19 healthy and 4 affected subjects that were assessed at the initial, third and fifths month 

after birth (revised age). The general detection rate of developed procedure came with a vicinity of 88 

and 92% for all assessed estimations. The developed approach is easy to utilize, hence for the target 

finding of creating development issue in infants because of ICP and can be built up in paediatric 

workplaces for use in day by day routine [4]. 
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Alexandros Pantelopoulos, [2010] reviewed the state-of-the-art in research in class with innovative 

work of wearable sensor-based frameworks for health observation. As it is appeared by innovation 

status, WHMS can possibly alter health care by giving minimal effort solutions for pervasive, 

throughout the day, inconspicuous individual health monitoring and are relied upon to empower early 

identification and better treatment of different therapeutic conditions as well disease prevention and 

better understanding and self-management of chronic diseases. Moreover, the present examination 

features that there are still a great deal of difficulties and issues that should be settled for wearable 

frameworks to end up more pertinent to real life circumstances and furthermore to end up acknowledged 

by patients and different users as a dependable, multifunctional, simple to-utilize, and negligibly 

obtrusive innovation that can build their quality of living [8]. 

Zhihua Zhu, [2015] anticipates a fundamental and review of wearable sensor frameworks for newborn 

children. After the presentation of significance and part of wearable sensor frameworks in consistent 

health observing for newborn children, the principle essential monitored parameters in clinical practice 

and day by day life and structure and primary modules used in these frameworks, which constitute the 

premise of wearable sensor frameworks for babies, were condensed. Monitoring strategies and 

procedures, for example, single-parameter observing, multi-parameter monitoring and textile electrode 

innovation in wearable sensor frameworks, were inspected by some current examination and 

applications in the field [1]. Huge application prospects for the human services and physical 

advancement of babies can be normal and misused. 

III. WEARABLE SENSOR SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK 

A wearable sensor framework may envelop a wide assortment of segments: sensors, actuators, smart 

materials, wearable materials, power supplies, wireless communication modules and connections, 

control and processing units, an interface for user, software, and propelled protocols for data extraction 

and decision making [10]-[12]. Usually, wearable sensor frameworks for health monitoring need to 

accomplish particular functions under strict medicinal criteria and huge hardware resource constraints. 

More precisely, a qualified wearable sensor framework configuration needs to consider a few wear 

capability criteria, for instance, weight and size of framework should be lesser, and it ought not to 

impede the user's developments and activities, particularly if there should be an occurrence of newborn 

children. Furthermore, radiation or different kinds of health hazards are not permitted. To accomplish 

dependable, comfortable and user friendly neonatal observation, wearable sensor frameworks ought to 

fulfil the accompanying necessities: 

 Support central health monitoring capacities, for example, warning and observation, 

and be secure to use in NICU or at home.  

 Ready to accomplish consistent checking when baby is inside an incubator or amid 

Kangaroo mother care (Kangaroo care is a procedure rehearsed on infant, generally 

preterm, babies wherein infant is held, skin-to-skin, with an adult).  

 Be non-obtrusive and eliminate disturbance of babies and maintain a strategic stress or 

stimuli.  

 Be versatile to incorporate monitoring functions, for example, wireless communication 

and local signal processing.  

 Provide proper feedback that is interpretable for parents and hospital staff on whether 

the framework's parts are working accurately.  

 Look amicable, playful, and to pick up a sentiment of trust from guardians and 

clinicians.  

 Be simple to dress and undress, and have simple to-expel non-washable parts. 
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Fig 1: Different modules in data transmission 

An inconspicuous wearable sensor framework for newborn children normally incorporates five 

modules: data acquisition or detecting module, data processing, detecting health status, wireless 

communication and power supply. The detecting module assumes the basic part in acquiring data from 

newborn children by utilizing diverse sorts of sensors or sensing components. Data processing 

incorporates a few data processing techniques, for example, A/D change, feature extraction, de-noising, 

amplification and some different algorithms. Health status discovery can think about the outcomes 

acquired by sensor with threshold set by clinicians in advance to decide the health status of babies. 

Wireless communication realizes the transmission of data between the newborn children, base station 

and the clinicians or guardians. The power supply gives energy to whole framework. While wearable 

sensor frameworks have diverse methodologies and strategies to observing the health state of newborn 

children, they essentially share the structure portrayed above, as delineated in Figure 1. 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 

a. Neonatal care unit 

At present, wireless communication technologies and sensor technologies have turned out to be 

fundamental in our day by day life. WBSN opens up new era to the medicinal services frameworks with 

wearable bio-sensors. Neonatal emergency unit (NICU) takes unique tend to neonates in a neonatal unit 

of hospital. To watch diverse vital factors, there are huge quantities of wires associated with neonates. 

Right now, adhesive sensors make a cumbersome environment for care givers. In this unique 

circumstance, wireless transmission technology might be helpful to screen the health of neonates. Table 

I outlines the distinctive sorts of sensors used to monitor diverse activities of neonatal. 

Table I: Existing sensors and its purposes 

S.NO SENSOR PURPOSE 
1 Wired magneto-inertial sensor Study motor skill at risk for autism spectrum (ASD) 

2 Inertial movement sensor Quantification of daily infant leg movements 

3 Custom Accelerometer Predict CP 

4 Accelerometer Baby care 

5 Pressure sensitive sensor Infant care/SIDS 
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6 Pressure Sensor Infant motor pattern 

7 Electromagnetic tracking system Predict CP 

8 Joint angle sensors/Flexible sensor Early intervention treatment 

9 Flexible 6 × 6 sensor Respiratory monitoring 

10 2IMU Infant motor development assessment/early intervention 
treatment 

 

b. Sensor based neonatal monitoring system: 

 (a) Temperature sensor, acceleration sensor and heart rate estimation sensor are joined to the neonatal 

skin. These sensors measure the body temperature, acceleration because of body development and heart 

rate of the infant.  

(b) These sensors after estimating the relating object status send the value to sensor base station going 

about as receiver node. The receiver node transmits these qualities to computer working as information 

monitoring unit, by means of data cable. 

(c) The computer takes the infant's weight and age as contribution through software. From the remote 

system these information incorporating health status are sent to the server side through a remote fidelity 

access point. Inside the remote framework the data are processed and stored.  

(d) The health professional gets this information for neonatal observation in his or her cell phone. As 

the sensor information gathered utilizing WBSN are processed and stored and health care professionals 

get these information utilizing their cell phones. 

(e) The remote system works as data monitoring unit sets the desired ambient temperature as per infant's 

weight and age. At that point, it is checked whether the body temperature lies in between 36.5 and 37.5 

°C. It is likewise checked whether ambient temperature has crossed the point.  

(f) In the two cases, if any antagonistic circumstance happens, the software will notify. In the meantime 

by recognizing abnormality in data stored, an alarm is produced into cell phone of health person, with 

the goal that he or she can make proper action. Consequently, data monitoring unit as well as the cell 

phone is utilized to illuminate the health person to deal with infant when any difficult emerges. It might 

happen that nobody is before the data monitoring unit. In such a case, as in our system alert is produced 

in cell phone of health person; if there should arise an occurrence of adverse circumstance, the health 

person is consequently notified. 

(g) By notifying the health professional, any mechanical failure can be managed, e.g. if there occurs 

any sudden arise in radiant heat that will be immediately distinguished by the sensor and informed to 

the framework to make provoke action to prevent overheating.  

(h) The body development of the child is recognized by acceleration sensor. If there exists any sudden 

rise in acceleration of parameter value, at that point it will be automatically informed to the framework. 

At that point, health professional will make appropriate action. 

(i) The heart rate of the child is estimated by the heart rate estimation sensor. If there exists any 

cardiovascular issue is identified, then it will be consequently notified to the framework. Similarly, 
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health professional will take necessary action. Consequently, it is sensed that in our framework 

temperature, acceleration and heart rate are constantly checked. In the event the temperature, 

acceleration or heart rate appears to be irregular, the framework tells the health professional naturally 

through his or her cell phone at anyplace whenever utilizing mobile application. Afterwards, the 

physician makes required move. 

V. EER-LEACH PROTOCOL FOR NEONATAL MONITORING 

Our improvement is based on the consideration of how to make EER-LEACH adaptable to WBSN, 

which includes the following aspects:  

1. In WBSN, sensors deployed on diverse parts of human body have diverse functionality and 

consequently have diverse significance to health of human body. For instance, data collected by heart 

rate monitoring sensor is associated to life of human beings. Data collected by acceleration sensor 

simply reflect health situation of human beings. Thus, sensors deployed on significant parts should be 

provides more focal point and security. In our EER-LEACH protocol, nodes that examine important 

parts of human body will be assigned more energy than those nodes on moderately less significant parts. 

By this way, these significant nodes are capable to constantly collect information. 

2. The sensor which is far away from base station, will consume more energy. Considering this, we add  
������_ ��� � ������ 

������_��� 
  for selecting cluster head (CH) to reduce the probability of nodes far from base 

station to be head in our protocol.  

Energy_max  energy consumed by network while transmitting data to base station.  

Energy  energy consumed by nodes.  

3. The significance of sensor nodes is also a significant indicator for choosing cluster head. So, add the 

significance denoted as X(n).property into the formula. For instance, value of X(n).property of 

accelerometer  and heart rate sensor may be fairly small while sensor deployed on ankle may be fairly 

big. By this way, less significant sensor nodes could have superior likelihood to be a cluster head and 

as a outcome entire energy consumption of network [13]-[14] can be balanced. 

In selection stage, procedure to choose cluster head is when sensor node selects numeral randomly 

among 0 and 1, and if chosen number is lesser than pre-set threshold H (n), this node turns to be a cluster 

head in this round. The other nodes choose whether to join this cluster or not in accordance to to the 

signal strength. The equation to compute H (n) as Eq. 1: 

The equation formulated for selecting CH is provided below: 

H (n) =   
�

���∗(� ���
�

�
)
 * X(n).property * 

������_ ��� � ������ 

������_��� 
                                         , n ∈ G 

0             , otherwise 

 

Where,  

‘n’  number of sensor nodes.  

‘y’  desired percentage of cluster nodes in round.  
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‘r’  current round.  

‘G’  set of nodes that have not been selected as cluster heads in left rounds. 

When a cluster head is provided, it will transmit to other nodes about this data. Then every node that is 

not a cluster head come to a decision to join the cluster based on the signal strength and transmits the 

outcomes to correspondent cluster head. 

Based on the above improvements, the algorithm determines the energy consumed by nodes and 

significance of nodes when routing to base station [15]. Hence, the entire energy consumption of WBSN 

is well balanced between nodes and as an outcome life cycle of network is prolonged. 

VI.RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This application will notify the treating physician or other health professional instantly about changes 

in health parameter above or below the threshold point through mobile devices. In the experiment 

patient care has not been pretentious and patient privacy is maintained. Doctors can manage diverse 

NICU parameters distantly as and when necessary with full access control. Nurses have restricted access 

to control parameters of NICU. Parents can merely observe the condition of neonates with no access 

control however they can notify doctors and nurses if any crisis is suspected. Body temperature of baby 

signifies hypothermia whereas acceleration and heart rate denoting body movement of baby are normal. 

As system notifies that hypothermia has happened, health professional takes appropriate action to cure 

baby. As unexpected acceleration has occurred, it denotes body movement of baby is abnormal. As 

heart rates along with body movement are abnormal, convulsion is supposed. In this manner by utilizing 

mobile application, Neonatal Monitoring, health professional is routinely notified by system when harsh 

case arises, so that health person can take necessary action to resolve the crisis. 

We performed the simulations on MATLAB. The experiments factors are shown in Table II. 

Table II: Parametric functions of the proposed work 

S.NO PARAMETER VALUE 
1 Distribution area 1m*1 m 

2 Number of nodes 15 

3 Coordinates of base station (25m,25m) 

4 Initial energy of ordinary nodes 0.1J 

5 Initial energy of senior nodes 0.5J 

6 Size of data package 4000bit 

7 Energy consumption of free space 0.1pJ/bit/m2 

8 Energy consumption of multi-route transmitting 0.13pJ/bit/m4 

9 Possibility of nodes to be cluster heads 0.05 

10 Percentage of senior node 10% 

 

The paper mainly focuses on comparison of EER-LEACH and directly transmits. Suppose neonatal 

wearing the sensors within area of 1m*1m and location of base station is (25m, 25m). The nodes 

existing in every round after communicating with base station when transmitting openly to base station 

as in figure 2. With rounds going on, more and more nodes die. All nodes die when round is executed 

less than 1000 times, i.e. life cycle is short. With rounds going on is grounded on protocol design, 

number of surviving nodes reduce gradually, this shows that life cycle of network, is prolonged. 
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Fig 2: Graphical representation of energy consumption of nodes 

When coming to energy consumption, improved algorithm offers better recital than transmitting 

directly. The energy left in every round after transmitting data directly to base station. With rounds 

going on, energy of nodes is exploited quickly. On contrary, when applying improved EER-LEACH 

algorithm, energy is consumed quite gradually and as an outcome, energy is saved.  

 

Fig 3: Pictorial representation of surviving nodes 

The numbers of surviving nodes in every stage when transmitting data openly and apply EER- LEACH 

protocol is shown in figure 3. In 500th round, there are 15 nodes left in former while no node dies in 

latter. In 1000th, all nodes die in former while there are 12 left in latter. The life cycle of network of 

latter is longer than that of former. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Here, an automated system is designed for neonatal monitoring using EER-LEACH protocol. With the 

use of wireless sensors in this system, diminishes overhead associated with wired connection of existing 

systems. Our scheme mechanically can sense hyperthermia, hypothermia, abnormal body movement 

and cardiac crisis and notify health persons over mobile devices anywhere anytime. The health data 

access and storage take place inside remote system. By immediately informing health professional in 

adverse case, possibility of cure is enlarged and improved quality of life is offered. 
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We assume energy consumption issue and significance of nodes when defining formula to choose the 

cluster head. Take accelerometer and heart rate monitoring sensor nodes for example. Its collected data 

is associated with the life of neonatal. More energy is required for this kind of sensors to sustain activity 

of data collection. Then, in accordance to diverse monitoring parts of nodes, diverse possibilities for 

selecting a cluster heads are required for those nodes. In this way, sensor nodes monitoring significant 

regions have low possibility to be selected as cluster heads and as outcome energy of those nodes are 

saved for transmitting more data. In conclusion, our EER-LEACH can reduce energy consumption and 

extend effectively life cycle of entire network. 
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